HACK & SQUIRT

- Replaces girdle method
- No need to expose heartwood
- No shock response
- Very little biomass
- Herbicide Trials
- Harris Wash Trail Head
- Fall Plans
VANDERBILT ALTERNATIVE SPRING BREAK

- 12 participants from Nashville, TN
- 3.7 Acres in 3 days
- Scheduled for early March 2018
ERWP RIVER TRIP
ESCALANTE RIVER
BRIDGE TO TEMPLE OF DOOM
TEMPLE OF DOOM TO THE GULCH
THE GULCH TO HARRIS WASH
HARRIS WASH TO MOODY CREEK
MOODY CREEK TO FOLD CANYON
FOLD CANYON TO COYOTE GULCH
COYOTE GULCH TO WILLOW GULCH
WILLOW GULCH TO WAHWEAP MARINA
▪ Nine day trip into Harris Wash
  ▪ 7 Trip Leaders & Field Supervisor

▪ Expectations for Fall Season
  ▪ Camp Etiquette, Herbicide & Tool Use, Safety

▪ Trained on Hack and Squirt & Stump Cut

▪ Acreage completed = ASTOUNDING
  ▪ 3miles total
  ▪ Retreatment = 41.08
  ▪ Initial Treatment = 7.5

▪ Meeting UCC Crew was beneficial
  ▪ H&S is efficient
  ▪ UCC Crew is prepped for fall
WILDERNESS VOLUNTEERS

Wilderness Volunteer Hitch Mid May

- 11 volunteers
- 352 hours
- 9.5 acres
GETTING DOWN TO BUSINESS

- Steady progress through untreated section
- H&S treatment alongside clearing
WE’RE FAMOUS!

- This American Land
- Airs in the fall on public television stations
TAKING IT ALL IN
PUT A BIRD ON IT

- Blooming wild flowers
- Cows
- Turkeys
- Birds
RETREATMENT

2016 NPS = 1079.03 Acres

2016 BLM = 362 Acres

2017

Twin Canyons to Chop - 2016

Chop Rock to 25 Mile - 2015

25 Mile to Fools Canyon - 2016
THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT